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Designing Authentic Learning for Higher Education
Dr. David Ni & E’lise Flood
College of Arts, Sciences and Technology

Introduction

Case Studies

How can we as educators prepare students for the rapidly
changing professional world?

Case Study 1:
Entering the Global, Online Marketplace

The answer is …

Class earnings: $16.91

Authentic Learning!

• Authentic activities increased learners’ motivation and
promoted deeper learner engagement.

Participants in a cross-border graduate seminar on learning,
design, and technology:

What happens when we deprive students of authentic learning
experiences?

 analyzed the market to determine the need for readymade media elements.
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 employed instructional design and technology skills while
also meeting a predetermined societal need.
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M=8.4, SD =1.19

 determined their success based on the profits earned.

Figure 2. Learner motivation increase during the semester (Case Study 1)

 planned to donate earnings to alien children in need.

________________________________________

Case Study 2:
Reviewing Apps for Educational Use
In a licensure program course designed to prepare future school
principals for digital age leadership, participants were asked to
evaluate digital resources for potential educational use.
Participants in the program:

When real world challenges are integrated into the learning
activities, students:
•
•
•
•

“Contextualized Knowledge is more likely to promote &
accelerate learning.”
“Learning that emulates real life is more likely to promote
students’ motivation, engagement, transfer of learning and
professional development.”

are more likely to take interest in their own learning.
produce higher quality work.
become knowledge builders rather than information
receivers.
innovate rather than replicate.

 Installed and explored mobile apps;
 Evaluated apps based on their perceived
practical and pedagogical worth;
 Uploaded professional reviews to an

New technology allows us to break down classroom walls
enabling new approaches to learning that foster a strong
connection between the academic world and the real world.

online database on the public domain;
__________________________________________________

poster!

You may download, watch, and participate.

For learners, the cost could be high
& experience could be painful.
Use the QR codes below to see for yourself.

Most

Conclusions

Figure 1. Authenticity continuum. Authenticity is dynamical on the
continuum, from highly realistic to highly abstract. The closer the context
is to real/professional life, the more authentic it is for a target learner.
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 created digital elements to be sold in the online market.

Real World
(experience, stimulus)
(problem, task, tool, method)
(relationship, role)

Want to nominate an authentic learning case? Share your
excitement and inspire your colleagues by visiting our
companion website.

• Learners’ excellence and creativity was recognized in the
open platform, which resulted in innovation.

Authenticity
Abstract
Well-structured
Single

Course assessments and surveys
revealed that…

Or go to: www.smileyni.com/AuthenticLearning

Authentic learning is defined as a type of learning where
“materials and activities are framed around ‘real life’ contexts in
which they would be used (Herod, 2002). The concept of
authenticity should be identified through three dimensions: its
degrees, components, and subjectivity. All of these dimensions
should be considered in instructional design.

•
•
•

Call to Action

• Authenticity helped learners improve their performance and
the quality of course artifacts.

The great waste in school comes from
his [student’s] inability to utilize
the experience he gets outside while
on the other hand he is unable to
apply in daily life what he is
learning in school. That is the
isolation of the school-- its
isolation from life.
- John Dewey

Academic World

Results
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 Shared their reviews with their colleagues.
The group’s reviews of the digital resources were read by
colleagues and taken into consideration when deciding which
tools best fit the needs of the students in their districts.
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